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Several new developments at KnK have kept us busy. Among the new products are 3 new models of go 
karts and a trailer to haul them around to circuits, to farm houses and to adventure trails. 
 
 

KnK Sidewinder SR-II 
The KnK Sidewinder Sr. II is the new version of the 
Sidewinder, which was covered in last months’ Straight 
Forward as a concept model is now a reality. More 
details and videos will follow in an upcoming newsletter. 
 
 
 

 
 

KnK Trailer 
A new trailer is being tested, it can be used to haul a kart or a buggy or motorbikes. It hitches onto most 
cars and features all the possible safety required for the application, including brakes, taillights, traffic 
indicator, hazard lights, parking brake, third wheel, rear stops to prevent roll off, leaf springs with 
hydraulic damper suspension, easy loading and unloading, etc.  
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KnK Genesis - E 
The KnK Genesis ‘E’ is the first KnK Electric kart, 
which is presently being tested, it will have several 
interesting features, some of which are not seen on 
other electric karts. The prototype is based upon an 
existing KnK rental kart, a new chassis and 
bodywork will feature on the final kart. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

KnK Startkart 
Kart Racing will get a shot in the arm with the new KnK Startkart, powered by a TaG electric start, modified 
Honda engine, which produces twice the power output of the regular Honda GX200 engine. The engine 
has a reworked ignition timing, racing 
carburetor, special camshaft, higher 
compression ratio, stronger high rpm valve 
train, lightweight flywheel, hi-strength 
connecting rod and more.  
 
The KnK Startkart can be used by hobby race 
drivers looking for an exciting kart of their 
own, to practice and for a thrilling drive. The 
KnK Startkart is built on the successful KnK 322 
chassis and can be tuned to specific driver 
requirements to suit different track 
conditions. 
 
The KnK Startkart is the ideal platform for Club and National championships to promote kart racing for 
drivers on a budget.  
 
Talk soon.  
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